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Indian, Uzbek leaders vow to
work to stabilize Afghanistan
Indian Prime M inister
Narendra Modi and Uzbekistan’s President Shavkat Mirziyoyev have agreed to work to
stabilize Afghanistan following the Uzbek leader’s visit to
India, Times of India said in a
report.

and prosperous Afghanistan.”
Modi said India will provide
a $200 million line of credit for
low-cost homes and such other
social infrastructure projects in
Uzbekistan.
“In addition, we welcome
the proposals of Uzbekistan in

Uzbek help in getting India to
join the Ashgabat Agreement.
Both sides committed to starting negotiations for IndiaUzbekistan Preferential Trade
Agreement by the end of 2018,
the report said.
A joint statement between

“Both India and Uzbekistan
aspire towards a safe and prosperous external environment,”
said Modi quoted by the ToI.
“We appreciate their efforts in
maintaining reg ional peace
and stability. I can assure you
that India will help in your efforts. Both India and Uzbekistan wish a democratic, stable

line with $800 million lines of
credit and ‘buyers credit’ by
Exim Bank,” he said.
Uzbekistan
President
mea nwhile said his government will join the International North-South Transport Corridor.
The joint statement also
records India’s gratitude for

the two countries “reiterated
support for efforts of the government and the people for a
genuine Afghan-owned, Afghan-led and Afghan controlled
peace and reconciliation process that will allow for a peaceful, secure, united, inclusive
and prosperous nation.
Tolonews

Concern about voting system
ahead of Afghanistan election
Campaigning has started
in Afghanistan for next
month's parliamentary elections amid concerns that the
much-delayed vote could be
postponed again due to the uncertainty over new technology.
The vote for the lower
house of parliament has been
scheduled for October 20 - de-

been trained.
Despite the issues, many
still remain optimistic.
"The biometric system is
good. Because many national
identity cards are fake and
there is fraud. Votes can be
bought. It has a lot of impact
on our lives," Zubair Ghafoori, an Afghan student, told

Ghazni.
"The strength of the Taliban is in the weakness of the
Afghan government and this
is something that has emboldened the Taliban during the
past couple of years. This is
the reason why the US is now
willing to negotiate directly
with the Taliban," Haroor Mir,
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Wolesi Jirga hopefuls
should obey elections rules

Elections campaign for obtaining the membership of the
lower house of Parliament
started on Friday. The people
insist that the candidates
should observe the principles
and laws; otherwise they will
violate their own commitments.
In this campaign more
than 2500 nominees among
them 400 women contests for
249 seats of parliament.
Holding parliamentary
election in current year would
be different from other elections in the country, security
problems are more serious,
the economic situation is critical, foreign interferences increased and certain figures
and circles sabotaging this
national process. The problems could be settled in existence of committed parliament.
The people suggest the
candidates for parliamentary
elections should precisely
consider the problems suffer-

ing people, cultural and social
traditions and customs, otherwise, they are going on the
wrong way. Today, Kabul and
other cities of the country are
full of photos and propaganda
materials that have the image
of the cities. One can see outstanding slogans and
thoughts. The figures appear
on TVs, introducing themselves talk about serving people. While, as now in previous
elections, the candidates have
talked about a new start in the
living condition of people, serving people, honesty and justice, but had no any constructive result. The people hope
that the candidates considering the realities of the community, their capability and
talent introduce themselves to
people, because as previous
experiences show, just exaggerated talking not solve any
problem. Therefore, any world
on people’s address should be
based on realities of the com-

munity.
The second matter is posting posters and propaganda
materials: the candidates in
that regard should consider
city culture and social sensitivities as they are eager to
post the posters and propaganda materials, they should not
spare any efforts in re- collecting of them in the last day of
campaigns. The other issue
in time of election campaign
is security. The candidates
should not forget that the terrorist groups for determining
themselves as a power or eliminating some candidates have
made their programs more serious. Therefore it makes it
necessary for the candidates
to act in close coordination
with security forces. In addition, it would be required for
people to assess the necessity
of their participation in the
meetings conducted by the
candidates. Also, it would be
necessary for the candidates

to inter in the scene with good
moral and avoid using pro –
ethnicity and linguistic terms
that harms the hearts of people. Also, it would be the moral
obligation of the candidates to
refrain acts during their campaigns that cause the closure
of streets, disrupt the training
process in schools and high
education institutes or create
a gap in working affairs of
state run offices.
The candidates are committed people and committed
serve people and ensure justice, therefore, they should not
use state facilities for their
own interests.
The candidates should
know that the time for seducing people has past, therefore
they should try to get the votes
of people through a real and
true commitment because they
have learned many things from
several working terms of national assembly.
Abdul Khalil Menawi

Heart diseases increasing
in Afghanistan

layed by more than three years
- and is seen as a test for the
presidential elections that will
take place in April.
New government measures hope to put an end to the
previous issues they have
faced. With election fraud now
being a criminal offence, voting stations will be placed in
public buildings and monitored.
Additionally, a new advanced voting system will be
used.
The election commission
said it has acquired more than
20,000 biometric devices for
facial recognition and finger
printing to prevent voter fraud,
but only 4,000 have so far arrived in the country.
The operators have not yet

Al Jazeera.
Kabul, and other cities
across the country, are now
displaying colourful campaign
posters. On election day, voters will be able to cast ballots
at 21,011 polling stations.
Besides transparency, security also poses a big challenge, particularly with most
of rural Afghanistan under the
control of the Taliban which
will not be taking part in elections.
Some 54,000 members of
Afghanistan's security forces
will be responsible for protecting polling centres on election
day.
In August, the Taliban
launched a large-scale attack
that almost saw the fall of the
government-controlled town of

a political analyst, told Al
Jazeera.
Afghanistan is also heavily dependent on international
military and economic assistance, which constituted an estimated four percent of its
GDP in 2016, according to the
Index of Economic Freedom.
Its living standards are
among the lowest in the world,
and most of its population is
illiterate, with many workers
waiting for poorly paid daily
work in Kabul.
"Right now if Taliban or
ISIS came here with a truck
offering work, all of us would
go with them, all of us," said
an Afghan citizen. "That's because we don't have money and
we need to eat."
Aljazeera

Cardiac diseases cases are
increasing in the country and
annually fifty thousand added
to the number of people suffering from heart diseases.
Although the precise number of people suffering from
the disease is not yet known but
the statements quoted from the
authorities of health ministry
indicate that heart diseases
have unprecedented growth in
the country and annually about
fifty thousand people being affected to the diseases while the
activities for preventing and
curing the diseases are very
weak. As the relevant authorities acknowledge half of the fifty thousand affected with cardiac disease lose their lives.
There are many factors that
cause the widespread of these
fatal diseases in our country.
At the first place, the immense air – pollution that
caused the wide- spread of
heart and respiratory diseases
in our country.
The other thing that caused
the heart diseases is unsafe
food. Most of the foodstuffs in
Afghanistan especially oil is
not standard. Mostly the taste
and commercial benefits are
considered in that regard. Lack
of physical movements and the
lack of interest majority of our
people to sport, continued war
and insecurity, poverty and
mental anxieties that have
caused heart attacks and widespread of heart diseases in the

country.
IN spite of that cardiac diseases as fatal disease increasing in the country the possibil-

semination of heart diseases
while just expressing concern
would not be enough.
The people expect the au-

quires a massive cooperation;
the ministry of health prepares
practical programs and seriously monitors the process of

ities for curing in the level of
country are low and substandard therefore the suffering
people from the diseases go to
the neighboring and regional
countries for treatment and
annually a huge quantity of
currencies goes out of the country.
The ministry of health that
has the responsibility of implementing the state policy and
programs on medical and social
condition of the citizens, expressed concern over the dis-

thorities of the relevant organs
practically work to prevent the
wide spread of the diseases,
while initiative and practical
measure in that end is very low
in the country.
Although heart diseases
are dangerous but they are
could be prevented and treated. What is caused the wide
spread of the diseases in Afghanistan is a lack of program
and lack of attention of the relevant authorities in that regard.
Removing this problem re-

medical services, the ministry
commerce focus on importing
foodstuffs with high quality, the
environment department uses
its policies in practice, our
merchants avoid importing low
quality foodstuffs and beside
their own benefit consider the
benefits of other people and finally the people know the importance of health without
doubt most of social and medical problems of our people
would be solved.
BNA
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